St Joseph’s PS Merriwa P&F
Junior Campdraft & Fete
Saturday 29th June 2013
Merriwa Showground

ABCRA AFFILIATED – POINTS AWARDED

Must be an ABCRA member to compete. Day memberships available $10 per child, $25 per adult per day

RING 1: CAMPDRAFTING PROGRAM SATURDAY 7:30AM START
Limit 3 rides per person in age drafts/cutout

17 & Under 21 yrs Campdraft- entries $20
Total Prize money $240 + Cutout prize

15 & Under 17 yrs Campdraft- entries $20
Total Prize money $240 + Cutout prize

13 & Under 15 yrs Campdraft- entries $20
Total Prize money $180 + Cutout prize

11 & Under 13 yrs Campdraft- entries $18
Total Prize money $180 + Cutout prize

8 & Under 11 yrs Campdraft- entries $18
Total Prize money $180 + Cutout prize

8 & Under 13 Cutout- entries $10
Total Prize money $100

Junior Family Draft 8 & under 13- (1 Rider 8- U13 and 1 rider over 17 yrs) entries $30 per team
Total Prize money $250 (see rules below)

Juvenile Family Draft 13 & under 17- (1 Rider 8- U13 and 1 rider over 17 yrs) entries $30 per team
Total Prize money $250 (see rules below)

Family Cutout 8 & under 13- (1 Rider 8-U13 and 1 Rider Over 17yrs) entries $20 per team
Total Prize money $100 (see rules below)

Prize for the highest scoring Registered Quarter Horse in any age campdraft to be nominated with entries (excluding family cutout and drafts)

RING 2: STOCK RIDER & SPORTING PROGRAM SATURDAY 9AM START
(pre-paid entries preferred- on the day entries will close at 8:30am)

Led Riders (no age limit) $2 per entry, ribbons only: Stock Rider, Bending, Flag, Mug Race, Barrel
Age Groups $3.00 per entry, limit 1 entry per rider in stock rider, 2 entries per rider in sporting events: Under 7 yrs, 7 & under 9, 9 & under 11, 11 & under 13, 13 & under 15, 15 & under 17, 17 & under 21
Stockrider, flag, bend, barrels, cloverleaf barrel & snake race
Prize money to 1st place $10, 2nd place $6, 3rd place $4, 4th place ribbon, 5th place ribbon

General Rules:
• The committee reserves the right to alter or delete any clause or event to the program at any time.
• Beneficial Safety Emergency Medical Team will be in attendance
• ABCRA rules apply
• Proof of membership to ABCRA will be required- wristbands to be collected from office on the day
• Junior Competitors under 13 can only compete in either the cutout or the draft not both
• Written entries and payment to accompany all entries to guarantee acceptance
• Cancellations after 7am (Fri, 28th June) will incur a penalty fee of $20 plus cattle levy
• As per ABCRA rules stallions are only eligible in single horse events and need to be double tied.
• Entries received prior to 27th May will be returned to sender. No phone or verbal entries will be accepted.
• Cheques payable to: St Joseph’s Merriwa Campdraft

Family Draft & Cutout Rules:
2 team members from the same immediate family: 1 over 17 & 1 under 17
Under 17 rider can only compete in the Family draft or the Family Cutout, not both
Both scores will be added together

A horse may only run once in each family event, over 17 rider can compete more than once but must ride a different horse

All campdraft entries open 27th May and close Monday 24th June 2013 or when cattle are allocated.
Entries or enquiries to: Stephen Ninness: "Marlea" Idaville Road Merriwa NSW 2329 ph 02 65485185, mob 0429691105 or Roger Moore 0427153446

Silent Stallion Auction:
Seligman Spin Owned by Peter Gesler.
Seligman Spin is by Docs Spinifex and out of Lady in Red. Seligman Spin has won in excess of $65,000 in the cutting pen including the 2003 NCHA Derby. He is now making a real impression as a sire of Campdrafting Horses. Currently sitting third in the overall ACA Sire Standing he is a clear leader when considering the amount of points his progeny has earnt per horses registered. With his oldest progeny being just 9 year old to date the future is looking very exciting for Seligman Spin as a sire.
www.seligmanspin.com, 2013/2014 breeding fee is $2,200 inc Gst.
For terms and conditions and if interested in purchasing this nomination please contact Stephen 0429691105 or Tanya 0419985680. All proceeds to the school.